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Andres’ Animal Riddle

I am brown and gray.  I have 
sharp spines on my body. 
My spines make it difficult to 
kill or to eat me. What am I?



I am an echidna.



Bryan’s Animal Riddle

This animal is orange, dark brown, and 
light brown. It has a ruffle around its 
neck. It bluffs its predators by making 
itself look bigger and scarier than it is.  
It opens it’s mouth and puffs up it’s 
frill. It is a reptile. What is it?



It is a frilled lizard.



Bryanna’s Animal Riddle

I am black and yellow. I am a predator, 
which means I hunt other animals for 
food.  I live on the wild grasslands of 
Africa. To defend myself I run fast. 

(I am the fastest land mammal.) 

What am I?



I am a cheetah.



Ezekieal’s Animal Riddle

This animal is gold and has scaly 
skin.  It  can not get injured 
because it has tough  spikes to 
defend itself. 

What is it?



It is a tough guy lizard.



Honora’s Animal Riddle

I am usually green and sometimes 
colorful.  I have a long tail.  I can be as 
small as your little finger, or as big as a 
small cat.  I have bumpy skin and big 
bulgy eyes.  When I get angry or 
scared, I change color, and puff, and 
hiss. What am I ?



I am a chameleon.



Jacob’s Animal Riddle

I have black and white stripes.  I 
run fast.  I eat grass.  I stay in 
groups to protect myself from 
predators. What am I?



I am a zebra.



Jacob’s Animal Riddle

I am orange and have black 
stripes.  I live in the forest.  I 
use my claws to scare away 
predators.   I run fast and eat 
meat what am I?



I am a tiger.



J’Khai’s Animal Riddle

I am a mammal.  I live in Africa. I can be 
found on the grasslands called savannas or 
in the rainforest high in the trees. I can be 
big or small. I have fur and a tail. I  have 
fingers on my hands and toes. I make a 
noise when I see a predator. To defend 
myself, I run away and swing from tree to 
tree. What am I?



I am a monkey.



Jo’sya’s Animal Riddle

I  am an animal  that  lives   in  
Africa. I  can live in trees.  I  have 
a  long  tail and fur.  I defend  
myself by climbing high up in  
trees. What am I?



I am  a  monkey.



Marah’s Animal Riddle

I can be brown, gray, black ,or reddish. 
I have a bushy tail. I like to collect 
things and eat nuts. I make a lot of 
chatter when I am annoyed. To protect 
myself I run fast, scamper up a tree, 
and jump from branch to branch. 

What am I?



I am a squirrel.



Mimi’s Animal Riddle

I am black and orangish yellow. I am 
fast. I am a predator. My prey are 
gazelles, impalas, and even rabbits and 
birds. My black spots  help camouflage 
me so I  blend in with the tall grass. 
This keeps me safe from lions. 

What am I?



I am a cheetah.



Naishia’s Animal Riddle

I am a mammal. My fur is 
white like snow. I blend in 
with the snow to hide from 
predators. 

What am I? 



I am  a baby seal.



Orion’s Animal Riddle

This animal is bright red, yellow, 
white, and black.  It is a reptile. To 
defend itself it opens up it’s frills.  
It tries to look big, strong, and 
fierce.  It hisses at predators to 
scare them away. What is it?



I am a frilled lizard.



Orion’s Animal Riddle

This animal lives in the water.  They eat 
jellyfish.  They lay eggs.  Most of these 
animals have bony shells to protect 
them from predators.  Their shells can 
be green, black, or brown. These 
colors help to camouflage them. 

What is it? 



It is a turtle.



Orion’s Animal Riddle

It has black and white feathers.  It has 
orange feet. It swims in the water and 
it eats fish.  To defend it’s eggs, it digs 
a hole so the egg’s stay safe. It keeps 
the egg’s warm so the babies can 
hatch out of the egg’s.  

What is it?



I am a puffin.


